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Volume 12, No. I State University of New York · at Buffalo School of Law September 21, 1971 
Registration Proble1ns Foil Students 
BY MICHAEL MONTGOMERY 
SARA my love, you done me wrong 
Fortran snores are sounding too strong 
The cards ran through and gave me the screw 
SARA my love I abominate you. 
The pre se nt registration 
fiasco was the subject of an 
impromptu talk given .to the 
SBA and students at large by 
-Assistant Provost William 
Greiner , accompanied by 
Audrey Koscielniak, the Law 
School's ambassadress to 
SARA, the great God machine 
and registration computer 
system. The initial comments 
of Greiner's quaisi-apologia, 
delivered in a rather overblown 
manner, were centered around 
the unprecedented ri se in 
student population coupled 
with genera'! ad mini st ration 
u n p r e p a r e d n e s s a n d 
in ex perience. The present 
st udent e nro llment at Eagle 
S ~reet is approximately 6 15, 
.i1ith 200+ freshmen , 230 
junio;s, and 188 seniors. This 
is the largest enrollment in 
the history . of the sLitool; the·-
phenomena ll y large · upper 
division of 41 8 renects an 
increase o f 80 juniors and 
seniors over last year. Greiner 
predicted a po pulati o n of 
s imilar proportions for the 
e nsui·ng yea rs, co ns iderabl9 
t ax ing th e ove r c r ow de d 
facilities into which we are 
presently packed like choice 
Brisling sardines. This increase 
is attributed to th e return of 
35 former fr eshmen whose 
studies were deferred for a 
graduate course in leadership 
for Uncle Ugly Bird , and lo 
the Law School's attempt to 
respond to requests from the 
cent ra I · administration to 
continue increasing the number 
of students enrolled as per the 
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University's Master Plan, which 
caUs for 800 student bodies 
by 1972. ·Greiner noted, in 
response to one of many 
pointed questions, that the 
administration has not 
reciprocated with more faculty 
appointments and admin~trative 
support while the Law School 
adhered to the Master Plan's 
growth dictates. In two years 
the number of students has 
increased by 50%, while 
f a c u I t y i n c r e a s e s 
co nt e porane o·u s with a 
co n si derabl e decrease in 
experience and (luaHty. The 
Provost, the Dean, the Assist. 
Dean, the Registrar, and the 
Librarian have all resigned for 
various reaso ns, often with 
little or no warning, no time, 
to train replacements, and no 
program of training which 
looked le the likelihood that 
academic personnel wander and 
change like the sa nds of the 
de se rt and h ave to b e 
repli!ced . Greiner admitted that 
many of the administrative 
replacements arc not qualified 
and have no expertise. When 
asked whether lack of contact 
o r influence with . the main 
ca m pus o'r Albany was a 
factor behind t!1e nonexistence 
o f a s o I id basis o .f 
admini s trative s upport or 
personnel, despite the fact that 
the Law School is o ne of the 
7 golden Faculties, Grefner 
declined to comment, rather 
than slander someone or 
venture into rank speculation. 
In regard to the present 
shambles, in which students 
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admitted to courses are 
summarily e liminat ed , and 
many find, Lhem i.e l ves 
permanently registered in few, 
if any , o f their o r igi nal 
c ho ices : There was a 60% 
increa se in fr es hm a n 
applications, 1700 in to tal. 
The inexpCii1;; nced new staff 
wa s preoccupied with 
admissions and was concerned 
on l y seco ndarily with 
r e gistration. When the 
inf o rmation packet w as 
prepared, ii was assumed that 
the com puter pro cess and 
format was simple and clear. 
Assumptions of such lucidity 
were clearly unfounded. No 
s i ze Ii mi t was Pu I o n 
restricted enrollment clasSes to 
indicate chances of admittance. 
The comp ut e r was not 
pfogrammed to give preference 
to Seniors . Somebody 
neglected lo mention that 
co nfli cts was open only to 
Seniors, a practice which will 
throw a heavy burden on the 
sp ring semester offering of 
that course. 
Jay Bielat questioned the 
possibility of senior preference 
in remedying the mixup. Such 
a ' ' c a rte b Ian c e' ' was 
considered impossible. In 
response to a query concerning 
the lack of a plan for more 
substantive Bar courses, open 
in both spring and fall , lo 
, foresta ll the inability of many 
seniors to take with budgetary 
blocks for expansion. No 
adequate response was obtained 
to the questioning of course 
offe rings "like philosophy of 
La\Y, American Legal History, 
and some of the more esoteric 
seminars, r a the r than 
substantive Bar courses, except 
A tti Ca Petition Presented 
The following petition was submitted to the Student Bar 
Association at a meeting held on Friday, September 171 dealing 
with the attitude of faculty and students at Eagle Street to 
the Attica uprising. 
We, the undersigned students and faculty a t U.B. ~wI 
School, in reference to the recent tragedy at the Athca 
Correctional Facility, do sta te and support the foUowing: 
I. The value of human life - both that of guard and 
prisoner _ should have been supreme at aU times and should 
no t have been sacrificed to concepts of penal order. 
2. The rebellious actions of the prisoners involved were a 
direct result of the deplorable conditions of the New York 
State Correctional System in general , and of Attica in 
particular . The conditions noted by the prisoners in their 
negotiating demands have been brought to the attention of the 
responsible authorities many times in the past by concerned 
individuals and by past incidents of this nature - at Auburn 
State Priso n and at The Tombs in New York City . 
. 3. We condemn the actions of the authorities, under the 
direction of Gov. Rockefeller and his appointee, Commissioner 
Oswald , as a rash inhuman and precipitate tactic . The killings 
at Attica were the result of a blind assertion of authority -
al the expense of human life. What would have b.een the cost 
of further negotiatio11s? When human lives are at stake, it is , 
an outrage for the State to make any issue non-negotiatiable. 
An 'elelllental regard for human life requires that all possible 
means to a solution be exhausted before a resort to forct? -
inevitably leading to the deaths of many. 
4 . The reforms, conceded by Commissioner Oswald must 
be implemented. These reforms are long overdue. The time has 
come for our penal system to recognize the basic human rights 
of priso ners. 
computer registration forms 0 11 t/oe 
that somebody considered the 
courses actua lly offered to be 
significant. • 
G e ne Goffin and Lee 
Gin sburg · felt thul fa culty 
members teaching on the main 
ca mpu s were wa s t ed when 
pe rsonne l p rob le m s are so 
de sperate downtown . Greiner 
sa id that th e ce ntr a l 
a dmini stra ti o n urge d this 
program o n the faculty, which 
i s tota ll y res pons ibl e for 
11 t/o floor of the 
curriculum a nd co urse 
planning, and which accepted. 
The fun ction of the Faculty 
of Law and Jurisprudence is 
ap p aren tly a less than total 
co mmittm e nt t"o th e JD 
pr ogram , and on-cam pu s 
courses arc considered to be 
usefal as a n indication of 
n ee d of greater faculty 
r eso ur ces due t o hea vy 
(continued on page 7) 
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Editorial 
Second Class Students 
The fiasco of registration this semester, bad as ii 
was, in truth is but one more sign of the disregard 
of the faculty, the administration, and Albany of the 
needs of the present student body of the Faculty of 
Law and Jurisprudence. It is bad enough that students 
have to bear the problems of an overcrowded and 
obsolete physical plant, the pains of expansion, and 
the frustration of working with a constantly changing 
an d inefficient administrative staff. The situation 
beco mes even worse when one realizes that the 
present law students are compelled to pay the highest 
tuition fees of any facility in the State University 
system. But this is not all! 
According to the plans for the expansion of the 
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence, a certain number 
of new faculty members were to be hired each year. 
The purpose of this was twofold: lo accommodate 
the increasing number of students in the professional 
progra m a nd reduce class sizes, and to a llow a 
number o f th e faculty to parti c ipate in the 
undergraduate legal studies program which began in 
1967. The failure of the administration and Albany lo 
co ntinue the ex pansion of the faculty , while 
continuing to expand the undergraduate program, has 
led to the present large class sizes and lack of 
important course offerings. Thus the poor law student 
suffers again from the poor planning ,md buck passing 
that has characterized the expansion program from the 
beginning. 
An important p a rt of this problem is the 
willingness of the schools' administration to bow to 
Albany's desires that · the undergraduate program 
continue to expand while the ranks of those teaching 
in the professional program remain depleted . It seems 
that in this area, as in all the others, the present 
occupants of the Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence 
are indeed second class students. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . 
Letters are welcome from students, · faculty , 
alumni, and others. The Opinion reserves the 
right to shorten letters too lengthy to print in 
their entirety . Please limit letters to two 
typewritten pages. Send to: The Opinion, 77 
West Eagle Street, Buffalo, 14202. Anonymous­
letters will not be published. 
Legal Studies 
Grow at UB· 
Reprinted from the Erie · County Bar New1letter 
Ao experiment that began in undergraduates, " Introduction to 
1967 b.u b«n so successful that Law and the Legal Process." 
the Fac ully of Law and Since 1967 the course, also 
J urisprudence of 1h.e State known as Law 201, has been 
Uni.-eni1y of Buffalo is offered al least once or twice a 
considering offering degrees to year and sometimes in Summer 
students , who do not in tend to Sessions. Other courses have been 
practice law. added until now at least five 
For instance, says a Law undergraduate courses are offered 
Faculty member, a degree might each year. · 
be offered for teachers and social Courses have dealt with issues 
scientists who need to know a of the day - Women and the Law, 
good deal of law for a specialty in Drugs and the Law, Resource 
their profession. It has been Allocation - as weU as with more 
suggested that policemen and basic areas such as Criminal Law. 
social workers also might benefit The law faculty's aim is to 
from such courses. "introduce undergraduates to law 
I:. a w c o u r s e s f o r and legal reasoning, to the 
undergraduates began from the problems that lawyers think 
premise that most persons know about, to the functions and 
little about the law. In an effort limitations of law and legal 
to let law become part of an processes," explains Prof. Greiner. 
undergraduate 's ' 'inteUectual ''The courses arc more to giveequipment ," the Law Faculty has peot,Je a feel for what a.re legalexpanded undergraduate offerings issues, ., he adds...I don•t think 
to the point that it has become a students should expect that these national leader in this field . courses will help them into law"This is the first time a law school or help them if they go to school has made a concerted law school," says Prof. Robert B.effort to d evelop a full Fleming, the University Advocate. und ergraduate program," says Prof. Fleming taught Introduction Prof. Robert I. Reis, who came to to Law last semester. · U. 8 . because of the prosl)ect of 
, teaching undergraduates. All the professors agree that 
Prof. William R. Greiner, teaching und ergradu a te s ia 
chairman of the Legal Studies exciting. 0 lt's a benefit to us," 
Program, recalls that the effort says. Prof. Greiner. "You find 
~gan four years ago when he was you 're teaching a pretty aerious 
asked to teach a single course for and dedicated bunch.11 
THE OPINION 
Normalizing Relations With Mao 
Ever since Mao and his 
inscrutable minions ousted the 
government of China from the 
mainland the howl has gone 
up from se lf-styled liberals, 
apo lo gists fo r communism, 
"Old China Hands" and folks 
who call each other · intellectuals 
because no one else will that 
the United Slates should grant 
diplomatic recognition to Mao's 
re gime. None of them have 
ever given a valid reason for 
doing so. All of them shirk 
off the tendencies of Mao to 
kill every Chinese who dreams 
of freedom and everyone else 
within IO me ters of that 
infected person. Between 34 
and 64 million Chinese have 
been exterminated by way of 
giving flesh to the th_oughts of 
Chairman Mao, a figure which 
so staggers the imagination as 
to render it horrible beyond 
comprehenSion. [But don' t you 
see, the revolution is good for 
the people, and these 34 to 
64 million were in the way 
of th e revolution. and you 
ca n't make omelets without 
breaking heads - I mean eggs, 
and watch your mouth or 
you'll be next.] 
But aside from Mao's 
humanitarian inst incts and all 
the nice things he has done 
for China the other arguments 
for re cognition are typically 
vacuous, as befits their source. 
For example, there is the one 
about how stable the regime 
is, and how they have held 
power all this time and will 
forever and ever , so we may 
as well admit ft and go ahead 
and recognize them. Bear in 
mind that these are the same 
peo pl e who are saying we 
should , boycott Spain and 
Greece and Rhodesia a nd 
South Africa because the folks . 
there are nasty and mean and 
nev er mind the stability of 
tho se governments. But even 
without thi s quirk the 
argument · fails for the simple 
reason that it is no argument 
at all . So the commies are in 
power. So what? There is no 
requirement either in the laws 
o r tradilions that America 
should exchange ambassadors 
with every bandit and self 
pro cla imed dictator in the 
world si mply because he 
exists. especially when hostile. 
Perh aps no t , smile our 
und ertake r s, but the 
government of Mao is the 
l egit im a te government of 
China. We have always, well 
alm os t always, had relations 
with China, so we should now 
carry out that fine and noble 
tradition and extend the hand 
of fr iendship to China. It is 
lrue, we answer, that we have 
long recognized the legitimate 
government of China, and in 
fact we s till d o . That 
government is now temporarily 
loca te d in the province of 
Taiwan. The fact is that Mao 
is not the legitimate ruler of 
China, he is the leader of the 
war mongering clique that has 
conquered most of China, but 
that no more legitimizes his 
rule th an the conquest of 
France made Hitler the 
Premier of France . Also, it is 
important to remember thal it 
was American interference into 
the Chinese civil war that 
resulted in the loss of the 
mainland to lhe barbarians; we 
sho uld no t co mpound our 
folly by now betraying the 
people of China once again . 
But, snarl our detractors , 
we can't ignore 800 million 
people . We answer serenely 
that we are not ignoring 
them. but ~ecognizing their 
plight. We are refusing to 
grant diplomatic recognition to 
the war lords who are the 
illegitmate slave masters of the 
people. Since the Peking junta 
does not represent the people 
of China, recognition of the 
junta would serve only to 
entrench the power of the 
overlords by granting them the 
appearance of legitmacy they 
so ardently desire. Further, 
because of thi s lack of 
representation by the regime 
ther e is no sy llogisti c 
relationship between refusing 
to recognize the feudal Peking 
monsters and ignoring the 800 
mi ll io n sorely oppressed 
September 21, 1971 
by Otto Mauch 
Chinese. 
Let's take ·a look at · the 
regime that the counter•revol• 
utionaries would have the 
United States 0 normalize" 
relations with. It b a regime 
th at ha s murdered more 
people than Genghis Khan ever 
dreamed of ruling, a regime 
that has invaded all of its 
neighbors since seizing power: 
Korea, Tibet, India, Laos and 
has even had border disputes 
with its co mra des to the 
north and west. Red China 
ha s fo ste red and promoted 
subversion and insurrection in 
most Asian countries: Thailand , 
Laos , Cambodia, Burma , 
Pakistan, ;Jndia, Ma la ya, 
Ceylon, Vi et nam , Indonesia 
and the Phillipines. The Red 
Chinese have guerrilla training 
camps in Tanzania, and Maoist 
guerillas operate in 
Mozambique, Angola, Cabinda, 
and Bissa u.Guinea . In the 
United States, Peking directs 
thr oug h funding a nd 
in struction t he Progressive 
Labor Party , the successor to 
the old SDS, and other Maoist 
terrorist groups. All of this 
has been for the sole purpose 
of gratifying the maniacal 
bl oo d lu st of the Peking 
regime, and here in America 
fools call for peace and love 
in the same breath thai they 
d ec lare the ir sincere and 
he arfelt prayers that Anerica 
will open her bosom to 
Uncles Mao and Chou who've 
been out in the cold entirely 
too long. All we have to do, 
they emote, is talk nicely to 
the wise men from the east , 
and they will suddenly mellow 
and stop calling us "Wall 
Street lackeys" and urunning 
dogs of irnperialj_sm .•: Instead, 
they will call us fnends and 
send us ping pong balls for 
Christmas, and stick us with 
pin s. Most of China' s 
neighbors, with the exceptions 
of Tibet, which is already 
occupied, the Republic of 
Korea and Indonesia, have had 
'"normalized" relations with 
Red China . for years and 
years, but none of them have 
(continued on page 6) 
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-===-..:.J..:.ean::...H..:.illm=::a..:,n_-=--===----::----Ri-·c_b-;ard ClarkCDr·of. cr,·s t 
r -.1-,The interaction between faculty and students has become 
one of the most important facets of SUNY/B Law School. If 
a student _is having a particular problem in class with the 
professor, it is vital that a personal non~lassroom type of 
communication be available. ·Professors are aware of these 
problems and, despite large classes, all faculty members spoken 
to indicated a willingness and readiness to discuss relevant 
i55ues with students. To 
be in their offices and 






























•Unlisted professors will 
this end, the following professon• will 































Every day, except Wed. and 
during · classes. No appt. nee. 
Through appointment 
with Mrs. Walker, scty. 
Most times between i0 
and 5:30, except classes. 
No appointment nee. 
Mon . - Th . 10-4, Fri.?, 
except classes. No appt. 
necessary. 
Most times except classes. 
No appt. nee. 
AU day except classes. No 
appt. nee. · 
Will be at school on Mondays. 
Most times 10-4:30 except 
classes. 
No appt. nee. 
Most times 9:30-5 except 
classes. 
No appt. nee. 
Most times during the day. 
Call and make appt'. 
Most times 9-S except classes. 
No appt. nee. 
3-5 Mon .. 1-3 Wed. 
No appt. ne·c. 
Always a~ailable to 
students, but prefer appU. 
prefer appts. 
Most times during the 
day except classes. 
No appt. nee. 
Wed.-Fri., except classes, or by 
appt. 
Most times during 
the day except classes. No 
appt. nee. . 
All · hours except 
classes. No appt . nee. 
.. I'm always free for students." 
No appt. nee. -
Tentatively 1-S every 
day . No appt. nee. 
Most times Mon., Tue., 
Th. 9-3 Wed., Fri. 9-5 No appt 
JleC. • 
Wed. morning, no appt. nee. , 
Mon. morning by appt. 
11 :30-1 :00 Mon., Tue. , and Th. 
All day Tue., Wed., Th . except 
classes. No appt. nee. 
Every day 9:30-5 except 
classes. No appt. nee. 
On Sabbatical: 
· No regular hours, but will be 
working out of office. 
No regular hours, but will be 
around office. 
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The Bar Exam- Exam1·ned· 
This paper is primarily the prod~ct of one 
penon's experience with the July 1971 Bar 
Exam and the P.L.I. bar review course. It is 
presented by Concerned Law Students in order 
to acquaint people with the mechanics of the 
exam and to raise some fundamental questions 
concerning the exam. 
MECHANICS OF THE EXAM 
The N.Y. bar exam is perhaps the toughest 
of all the state bar exams. It embodies almost 
all aspects of N. Y. law. The exam is 
conducted in March and July of each year. 
Each applicant can only take the exam once 
in each year. 
The exam is a two day affair. There are 
two 3¼hr. sessions each day, totaling 14 hours 
of the worst moinenta in your life. Each 
tess.ion conliUtl of thn,e essay questions and 
about 40 objective questions for a total of J 2 
essay and 160 objective questions for the two 
days. 
The objective questions consist of true and 
false and multiple choice. In each session, 
there are about 30 true and false and 10 
multiple choice questions. The multiple choice 
are worth more than the true and false (2½ 
points lo I ] . · 
The essay questions are different from 
"nonnal" law school examquestions. The bar 
· exam questions are verbose the problems are 
oventated to get the point across. Reaular law 
school exam questions are more concise, with 
each sentence having a particular meaning. The 
Bar Exam iners expect particular, specific 
answen to each essay question. The people 
who correct the question are given model 
answers which are heavily relied on. An 
applicant may deviate from that model, but 
only at the risk of losing, or at least not 
gaining points. 
The best method of answering the essays 
is to analyze the problem only in light of the 
specific questions they ask in the euay. Fint, 
state your answen to the specific questions 
and then state and analyze the law and facts 
in a concise manner. 
The student applies for the exam just after 
graduation . The applicant will receive an 
entrance ticket for the exam about a week 
before the exam. The ticket must be presented 
in order to enter the exam and it contains 
your examination number. The July 1971 exam 
was held in a lar1e hall at the Cordon Bleu 
Restaurant in Cheektowaga. Each applicant is 
assigned by his/her exam number to a table 
where his/her material will be. 
THE BAR REVIEW COURSE 
The nonnaJ student will be required to 
put in weeks of work inemorizing outlines of 
various details of NY law. It is wise, probably 
.absolutely necessary, to take a bar review 
course. Bar revieW courses are offered at $200 
per six week session by Practicing Law 
Institute and Marino, both of which are 
private, profit-making groups. Marino offers the 
student the possibility of taking the same 
course twice, once in the spring of the senior 
year and again for six weeks before the exam 
in July. 
The review sessions consist of tapes which 
are taped live in NYC. This. usually presents 
some problems for people unfamiliar with New 
. York accents. The tapes are used in 3-6 hr. 
sessions each day, five days a week. They 
cover all the projected subjects and supplement 
your bar review notes. 
The subject matter of the bar· exam, and 
thus the two review courses, is almost alJ areas 
of NY law. The courses will supply you with 
detailed written outlines on the following areas: 
1. NY Practice 11. Suretyship 
2. Federal Jurisdiction 12. Sales 
3. Wills 13. Federal Tax 
4. Evidence 14. Equity 
S. Partnerships and !!: ~::~t~::: t:: 
Corporations 17. Mortagaes 
6. Bailments and 18. Commercial papers 
Juurance J9. Tort, 
7. Criminal Law 20. Secured Transactions 
8. Real Property 21. Trust, 
9. Domestic Relations 22. Bankruptcy 
10. Contracts 23. Conflicts 
WHAT'S STRESSED ON EXAMS 
N.Y. Practice and Evidence make up about 
1/3 of the exam. Thus, Civil Procedure is very 
important. Wacktel~ handbook on the CPLR i5 
the best text for preparation for the 
procedural part of the exam . The first 2S0 
pages are very important. 
As a rule, there is very little criminal, 
constitutional, or labor Jaw on the exam . In 
July, there were two essay questions dealing 
with criminal and constitutional law . 
Commercial subjects are stressed. 
AN1f;.~~IS people are now questioning the 
relevancy of the bar exam. What function does 
it serve in myth and in reality? How does 
what you learn at Buffalo Law School prepare 
you to take the exam? What alternatives are 
there to the present system? 
First , the biggest myth about the bar 
exam is that it somehow separates the 
Qualified from the unqualified, . Since the exam 
essentially test memorization ·of trivia, this is 
obviously not the real function of the bar 
exam . Rather , it can be viewed as an 
exclusionary, final screening device. After 
competing to 1et into, first, college, and then 
law school, assuming that you can afford to 
pay the rising educational costs, the applicant 
for the bar must pass one final hurdle. It is 
very effective at keeping the hordes out. Too 
many new lawyers world mean undesirable 
compeUtion for those already admittep to the 
club. 
Secondly , the subjec ts tested on the exam 
are those which the traditionally oriented, 
money-making, serve-the-rich lawyer needs to 
know. The law student who concentrates on 
f0verty law, criminal law, ~iv~ righ_ts law , or 
constitutional law is at a, d1stmct disadvantage . 
Why should such students be forced , ?ut of 
necessity·, to take commercial courses m law 
school? 
Does the law school prepare you in any 
way to take the bar exam? At Buffalo,the 
faculty like to pride themselves in thinking 
thot they teach students how to .. think like a 
(continued on pa1e 7) 
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FAculTY- ExP-ANds 
NEW FACES LAW School 
five full-time professors have been and it is hoped that pronounced 
added this fall to the law school interest in certain areas can be 
faculty. They include a Visiting encouraged. Profe~or Galanter has 
Professor of law and Social Sciences, auth0red numerous books and artiCles 
Marc Galanter, and four Assistant on Indian law and comi,arative law , 
Professors, Robert W. Gordon, Dannye including publications in the American 
R. Holley, Patrick L. Kelley and Journal of Sociolpgy and the Journal 
Stephen M. Marx. Although Mr. Marx of Asian Studies. Professor Galanter 
has not yet arrived, these additional will be available in his office, 722 
faculty members are expected to bring Prudential, most times during the day. 
new and viable ideas to the law A fonner Newsweek reporter and 
school. Harvard Law School graduate, Robert 
W. Gordon is currently teaching a 
seminar in Legal History. With a small 
class, Mr. Gordon hopes to pursue an . 
individualized approac.h. The course 
will deal with Nineteenth Century law , 
and the point of the course will be 
to give a perspective and background 
to current social problems; once you 
get through the language of the old 
cases you can find their relevancy. Mr. 
Gordon will be teaching the second 
half of Contracts in the spring 
semester. 
Rohen Gord9n 
Professor Galanter, a graduate ot 
the University of Chicago Law School, 
is currently teaching Law and Social 
Change and will teach American Legal 
System a nd a seminar on Legal 
Remedies in the spring. Law and 
Social Change is primarily concerned 
with the sociology of law and the 
search for explanations rather than for 
express rules. Law as a product of 
social change as weU as a source of · 
change will be discussed. There is 
much literature available in this field 
LEGAL STUDIES CQMMITIEE MEETS 
The International Legal Studies Committee 
met last May and approved two proposals 
drafted by 'George E. Riedel, Jr. student 
npthentative on the committee. The proposals 
call for one, the establishment of a summer 
program to be held in Strasbourg, France at 
the International Institute of Human Rights. 
The Institute will be for three weeks in 
France each summer with two weeks of . 
preparation work in Buffalo nquired of each 
student who participates in the program. 
The second proposal adopted called for the 
establishment of an L.L.M. program in 
In temational Law at the . Law School. This 
program would be arranged so that any 
student could receive his JD and at the ,same 
time an L.L.M. as a joint degree. Ip addition 
to the requirements for a JD a student would 
be n:quired to attend two summers and take 
olber programs of study to be developed by 
the Committee . These proposals will be 
submitted to the Provost shortly when · final 
details are worked out by the chairman 
Prof-,, Thomu Buergentbal ·and Mr. Riedel. 
The Committee went · on record also to 
help in any way possible the International 
Moot Court in obtaining a charter from the 
Association of Student International Law 
Socidiel. Mr. Peter Bulb, of the Moot Court 
B-, p,-oted a propoal which wu adopted 
by the committee and forwarded to the 
Adaia.iltntion callin& for the ' reimbunements 
of expeue1 for students who participated in 
the Je11up International Law Moot Court 
C-1ition in Albany, N.Y. . 
Oilier items included dilcuaion of future 
lodmen, a poaible colloquia in lotemaliooal 
-..,od the IIUDIDOr and will .comider 






- to take up ....,ra1 iaue1 lb.at haw, 
o,er 
-..a new p....,_ia for tbil year. 
•Patrick KeUy 
Many seniors remember Assist. 
Professor Dannye R. Holley, a recent 
SUNY/Buffalo Law School graduate 
who has Since been a graduate fellow 
at the University of Califotnia Law 
School, Berkely . Mr. Holley 's main 
approach in his Criminal Law course 
is showing and proving to the class 
that the entire idea of relevancy can 
be captured and viewed within the 
confines of a traditional Criminal Law 
course. Action as well as inaction can 
be constructive and social relevancy 
can be, seen in a statute as well as 
the failure to enact a statute. Written 
Marc Galanter 
law as a response to social conditions. 
Tort law will be viewed as an alive, 
steadily-growing bodY,. Mr. Kelley, a 
Harvard Law School graduate, will be 
teaching· Torts both semesters and a 
seminar in tax policy in the spring. In 
the classroom, Mr. Kelley hopes to 
employ a back-and0forth technique and 
to avoid straight lecturing. The tax 
policy seminar will aim at showing. the 
relevancy of tax law to current 
problems as well as the traditional 
concerns of the law. Mr. Kelley has
Dannye Holley published articles in the National Tax 
Journal and the American Journal of 
class projects {which will be weightd) International Law. ' 
will be used to illustrate material 
covered and a practice exam will be Stephen M. Marx, Assistant 
given. In · the spring, Mr. Holley will Professor, will be tea!'filllg a seminar 
be teaching Conflicts and in Computer Science and Law and 
Administrative law. researching the uses of computers in 
Assistant Professor Patric)< L. Kelley legal education. Mr. Marx has an 
is interested in how the law 
has evolved historically in the 
news Briefs. 
MOOT COURT BEGINS YEAR 
The Moot Court Board is once again ready 
to enter the appellate courtroom as its 
fourteen members, under the Chairmanship of 
Richard Evans, prepare to enter various moot 
court competitions among law schools 
throughout the East Coast, Canada, · and the 
United States. 
The three Board members who are 
presently preparirtg themselves for the National 
Moot Court Competition, tentatively scheduled 
for November 19th and 20th in Syracuse, New 
York, are John Blair, David Klein, and Richard 
Steiner. The hypothetical case on which the 
trio will write an appellate brief and present 
oral argument involves an Army massacre of 
Vietnamese civilians in a small hamlet. The 
legal issue involved is whether the federal 
courts may assume jurisdiction of the matter 
brought by a writ or babeus corpus by the 
lieutenant accuaed of the crime and found 
guilty by a military court-martial. Furthermore, 
the question arises as to the rights of a 
defendant tried under military law and whether 
full due process is afforded such an individual. 
For interested freshmen and junior U.B. 
Jaw students, the Board is organizing a Moot 
Court Workshop, planned for mid-October, 
whe!e Jo·cal practicing attornefs enpged in 
appellate practice will pre,ent informative 
lecture■ on the preparation of briefs and the 
procedwe or making on! argument on 1ppeaL 
There will also be • ■ellioo or. tbe Wotk■bop 
devoted to an ■ctual demomtralioo of appellate 
argumenL 
A, explained by Mr. BYlllll, tbe purpo■e or 
tbe Worbhop ii to lid lhOIO law ■tudooll 
who anticipate competina in the annual 
Dumond Moot Court Competition, &om which 
rutwe Board mombon are IOlocted, 1o readying 
tbo-h'eo for the ...,ot ICbeduled for tbe lint 
woolt or December. · 
of torts extensive background in both the legal · 
common and computer sciences fields. 
This year the · Desmond problem, being 
prepared by Robert Allen, Bill McTieman, Bill 
Peltz, and Issac .Fromm, will coDcem the new 
statute in the State of New· Yi>rk regarding 
eavesdropping and the Constitutional 
ramifications of its application in the criminal 
law. The problem will be ready for distribution 
in early October and Mr. Evans is urging all 
freshmen and junior students to contact the 
Moot Court Office to obtain specific details 
and information concerning participation in 
Moot Court activities at the Law School. 
LEGAL OBSERVERS MEET 
On September 15, the Legal OboervoJS held 
its lint meeting for tbe 1971-72 ochool year. 
The basic purpose of the group and operating 
procedures wen discussed with new members. 
The main function of the Oboervon is to 
provide the community with objective reports 
concerning events such as demonstrations or 
pamphleteering which have involved 
confrontations between · the · POiice and 
participant.a or between poups of participants. 
In addition, Obsenms will attempt to obtain 
the names of any persona arrested, and 
eyewitn- will be a•lilable to· testify at Ibo 
trial or tbe penon arrested. 
Bach member of the Lepl Ob■oJYon wu 
informed that hi■ primary ,eopomibllltiN are: 
(I) To ob■omo what ii happeolnl 
(2) To malto written n,ports concemin& 
what bu happened 
(3) To identify oyowitne- and talto tboir 
llatemeot■• 
Tho momben are not to pe legal adYice 
to anyone n,q-.,. it. The ■omcoo or Ibo 
IIOIIP are anilable to any oqaniutioo plaooiDs 
a demonstration or Ute eTent. Students 
in-led 1o. Jolnilll the LepJ o-.i,n mould 
contact Geno Gollin. 
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Law Review 
The Key Word is '' Quality' ' 
by ·Mike Montgomery . 
Institutions are judged by quality, present av"!lable to him to Judge the quality ;,,,d value 
or lacking, in the material made available to of a recent graduate. Mr. Ark pointed out the 
the public or desired audience for the purposes advantages of the LR calling card in that 
of evaluation . . This principal applies both to articles provided beautiful writing samples, and 
the Law School and to the individual student Law Review was useful to counteract the 
who is pounding the street trying lo get his antipathetic attitude common in the local 
first job. Both the Law School and the guy commumty towards_ any product of our 
cooling his heals in the _offices of Jaeckle, somewhat. unruly umvemty. Because of the 
Flei>chmann are judged to a great extent by upsurge JO_ the number of law students, 
the quality of the Buffalo Law Review, the ~c_oajiled with the increasingly difficult job 
major gauge of professional quality for the ~tuallon: . Ark cons,dered it likely that student 
school and of individual quality and mtere•t the Revte':" '!10uld start to wax.10 
perfonnance for the. student. The Law Revtew s self-image does not 
appear to be one of leadership. No one seems 
Ark commented that the Law Review lo look to the Review for leadership; it makes 
didn't always get what it wanted after no attempt to influence faculty appoinllnents
SOiiciting articles. Unsolicited material, whether 
from students or professors at other schools 
trying to build up a repu ta lion by publishing 
in what they consider to be a lesser known 
Review, seldom gets published. The solicitation 
of articles from really top-notch people involves 
considerable competition with the Law Reviews 
of superschools such as Harvard or Yale. 
The . Managing Editor pointed up the · 
desirability of . persuading our own highly 
competent faculty to publish in the Review of 
their own school. The faculty interest and 
participation could be extremely useful in 
expanding the number of fruitful targets for 
article solicitation. Almost complete autonomy 
may be one desirable aspect of the present 
situation, however. 
A major problem area for the Buffalo Law 
Review is the recruiting of new candidates at 
a. tim e when there is some socio-political h 
antipathy towards the Law Review and the 
establishmentarian attitudes some believe are 
perpetuated · by it . What many detractors of. 
the Law Review fail to realize is the excellent 
forum it is capable of becoming for the airing 
of any carefully researched and properly 
presented p~int o~ view. · Wri!ing quality is the 
major critenon, for acceptability, not politicalj 
orientation, whether revolutionary, reactionary. 
or radical apathetic. The Law Review is one 1 
of the best forums available for a cogent 
law-related argument. The tonsorial problems or" 
the military reservist was examined in a 
comment in · last spring's Review by Bruce -Norman Le Blane (Sa!M) and <laratce Sundnm 
Weiu.en. review manrucripts in the Law Review Office. 
The Law Review , to a great extent or the curriculum structure. It is independent. 
autonomous in the running of its affairs, is It is devoted to turning out a quality product 
devoted to the publication of articles dealing to the benefit of the school and the members 
with bar and Jaw re(j,ted areas. Managing of the Review. 
Editor, John Ark indicated that the traditional A number .of members indicated that while 
approach to problems is preferred, with some they were not specifically concerned with 
stress placed on the solicitation of additional needed courses at the school, they 
interdisciplinary material. There is a surplus of did think that freshmen· ought to be taught 
articles extent dealing with social problems and how to write in a proper legal marmer, 
the law. Rather than become swamped by posslbly through mandatory moot court and 
whatever urelevancy" of the moment is the mand8tory presentation of an appellate 
popular, an examination of the Review's brief with oral argument. Lawyers don't 
cumulative index indicates that it has dealt memorize - they write and . do research. This 
primarily in the traditional areas of procedure, is wbat the Law Review is all about. 
Bernie Brpdsky currently bolds the position
torts, constitutional law, contracts, corporations, of. editor in chief, assisted by John Ark, 
and criminal law. 
Of . particular importance to . any one managing editor; Warren Rosenbaum, Publishing 
contemplating Law Review is that in a school· editor; Paul !lat"glia, Reoearch editor; Clarence 
where class ranking and a coherent and Sundearn and Norm LeBlanc, Articles editor; 
understandable grading system are absent, John Spitzmiller and Arlhut Dobson, casenote 
membership in Law Review may be the only and comment editors; and Tom Segalla, 
way an outsider, client or employef, has .Associate editor. 
'WHAT NEWSPAPER REACHES: 
60()+ U.B. Law School Students faculty and staff. 
Every Law School in the Unite"d States, it's territories, 
and Canada. 
I ,Joo+ Alumni 
Every 4 year Undergraduate School in New York 
State. 
ADVERTISING 




77 W. Eagle Street 
Buffalo, New York 14202 
Incident at 
Lafayette Square 
by J.,..pb DiNudo 
About eight months ago, I packed away my law books and 
picked up Hennan Hesse. He talked to me, we became friends. I 
followed him and grew, at least I thought I did. I read Tao I 
met Madam Blavatsky and I reached out to Baba Ram Dass. I 
looked inside for they told me that evil and hate and malice 
in the world could only change if each of us refused to 
contribute to it. Love - give it , take it - most of all see it 
all around you. Too often that becomes the impossible dream . 
Let us pretend for a moment that we are unconditioned 
human beings. Let our emotions go without the structures 
of repression . usually present. For I have a story to tell: 
It was about · 5:00 PM, Monday, September 13th and 
was walking from the law school towards the County 
· Library. There was a gathering in the square and Bill 
Kunstler was addressing a mixed crowd of young and old 
numbering about 200. A few policemen kept the people 
off the street and traffic was flowing nicely. I stopped 
to listen. Kunstler finished and another speaker began to 
talk of the uprising at Attica. He told of where he 
thought the blame should lie. It was difficult to hear for 
lack of a speaker but finally that was supplied. 
Suddenly the people on the monument began to yell 
Pigs are coming; Pigs, Pigs . . . . . From nowhere 2S -
30 officers were walking into the closely knit crowd. As 
they reached the middle they began to punch, kick, and 
club those in their way. The crowd began to spread and 
yet the people refused to trample the rows of flower 
beds they surrounded. When the police reached the steps 
where the speakers ·were assembled they began to use 
clubs on everyone. A woman of 40 - 45 years was 
caught in the crowd. An officer grabbed her by the 
shoulders, knocked her to the ground, jumped on top of 
her and began to shake and punch her. We began to 
move in large groups trying to evade what appeared to 
· be an attack. of revenge. 
The police kept following us down Main Street, 
periodically clubbing or punching men, women and young 
girls. I began to take badge number.; or names of 
officers I witnessed beat someone without arresUns them. 
There was one officer that pushed the others to further 
violence. He was about 5'8 with an extremely muscular 
build. He wasn't wearing a name tag or badge and he 
carried only a small black jack. I could see a tatoo 
beneath his short sleeve shirt, a reminder of the world 
war years , he seemed to be reliving. At one point he 
shouted 'if they get in your way kick the shit out of 
them' his comrade complied 'I'm fed up, (turning to the 
crowd) I'll kill you!' 
A young man was walking next to me. He wore 
old genes a wool shirt and long curly red hairs. An 
officer wearing a dark blue tee-shirt with a badge saging 
at _the chest, a helmet, black gloves, and an especla!ly 
Jong club grabbed this man from behind shook him 
foreward then back, released bin, raised his club and 
wacked him directly over the head making a sound that · 
echoed off the store window. I stopped, sick, ashamed, 
fiercely mad, helpless. Between the fallen" youth and my 
self passed three neatly dressed businessmen perhaps on 
their way to the Spur to 'unwind'. They didn't even 
notice that two feet away four other officers had 
converged on a bloody, fallen man. 
There is obviously more. It isn't needed for its time 
to put our faces back on~ we're law students or lawyen, 
or professor.; or something. We've got to analyu and fmd 
out if just maybe the police had legal juslutcation. The 
public interest, traffic congestion - no pennit - That's 
it. And so it goes ~on. I've: got badge numben and 
names. What good would it do. Those who can help or 
would help are aheady too busy. There may not be 
another incident of police violence for sometime to come 
but that illl't important. What is significant is that these 
men in blue will not change. They will go on, the hate 
will grow as society, in its silent way, lllllres them that 
they are right, that they are llllO. The omcen whooe 
names I have were on the beat ,pin today, helping old 
ladies aero■ the street, giving parking tickets to VW 
8Ules with peace stlcken on them and lalldng about 
th<m CllZ)' hippie freaks that IUpporl thooe vicious, 
Inhuman, munlen at Attica. In lipt of recent facts u 
to bow thOIO bomga really died I can only ask who . 
belongs in prilon to protect IOCiety. 
Sometimes, Herman, Baba Ram Duo, Madame llkmlllty 
I just feel like aylna Fude it! 
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Advocates 
Answering the Question of Student Rights 
know ~her.e to tum. I think parents are intimidated 
out kids simply because they couldn't deal with by the power of the schools and of thinas they 
was recently thrown out of school. According to them• At about the · same · tiine a VISTA worker, don' t understand.' Gene's first case concerned an 
school authorities, the young man was suspended for Mary Hoban, contacted Professor Newhouse. She emotionally disturbed eighth grader who was truant 
the remainder of the term (a length of time in reported there was a severe problem of students as a result of his emotional problem. The school 
excess of three months) for allegedly muttering a being suspended. There were some meetings with system attempted to tackle the problem by 
. 'four letter word' to a cafeteria aide. No hearing community workers and the school law clinic grew transfering the student to another school. That 
was provided even though section 3214 of the State out of it. Since that tim.e, the group has wasn't the solution and the student persisted in 
Education Law requires a hearing before a student streghtened its ties with the Community. John staying away and his marks fell. As a result of 
may be suspended for more than five days. Gorman and Lee Ginsberg have already appeared Gene's work, new psychological and mental tests 
This is not unusual . According to senior Nonn before the PT A of school 38 concerning students were ordered disclosing the fact that the boy had 
Rosenberg, school administrators frequently violate rights and John plans to address a group meeting at an IQ between 130 and 140. After further 
sections of the State Educdion Law in dealing with t,B endeavoring to fonn a High School Student psychological study, it was arranged for the Buffalo 
suspensions. An awareness of this fact has led Norm Union in the suburban schools: The clinic is also Board of Education to provide for home tutoring. 
to help establish the school law clinic in an attempt establishing ties with BILD and a BILD There . have been other cases, too. There are stories 
to aid in the situation. representative sits in at their meetings. of parents who've had problems with school boards 
The school law clinic consists of six students Not all the clinic's cases, however are received and just can't seem .to get satisfaction. In many 
aside from Mr. Rosenberg, all of whom are. either through organizations. Former teacher Don Zolin is instances the members of the school law clinic are 
former teachers or who have studied school law currently defending the son of a campus security finding out the school boards just don ' t really care 
problems under Professor Wade Newhouse. Mr. guard who found - out about the clinic through an ·about the students' welfare but would rather take 
Newhouse and Professor Manak are connected with article in the "Reporter.' An article in Arthur Eve's 
A high school student from NOrth Tonawanda 
the easiest 'out .' 
the clinic but the moving force rests with the "Challenger,' prompted the mother of a seven year The City of Buffalo Board of Education alone 
members themselves. old girl ituspended from Bennet High School since has over 700 suspensions a year. That number when 
Explains group leader Rosenberg, himself a November to call 'the clinic. Lee Ginsberg is working added to the other type of problems parents
former teacher in New York City, 'That would be on the case. encounter as well as the difficulties arising in 
too simple an explanation. Problems are referred to Sometimes the cases considered have political suburban schools, offers to keep the members of 
us through various outside groups as well as by Qvertones as the one concerning a sixteen year old the clinic pretty busy. Yet surprisingly, there has 
individuals. The case is then assigned to one of the suspended for distributing the newspaper, 'Cold been no deluge. Speculates Don Zolin, 'Public· 
students who researches the facts, speaks to the Steel.' John Gorman was able to get the student schools are hurtin ' and the kids are getting the 
parents and locates the applicable law. T,hen the into night school. At other times the problem is short end of the deal . Some kids are so used to 
case is presented to the school officials concerned. merely the recalcitrance of the school boards. Sain the treatment that they almost expect it. I 'think if 
Should there be a need for attorney at any point, Rabkin , in handling the case of a hyperactive six more people knew about the work the clinic is · 
Mr. Manak will make the appearance. If we run year old was amazed at the 'run around' the family . doing in aiding parents having dificulty with school ~ 
into any peculiar problems, Mr. Newhouse offers was given. The boy was first put into a BOCES boards, that we would be deluged with cases. 
assistance.' cJass for multiple handicapped children. · Finally a There is• little doubt of the need for the school 
meeting was arranged between Mr. Rabkin, MaryMr . Rosenberg as leader of the group was law clinic. Problem s abound concerning the 
Lang of the Association for Children with Learninginstrumental in its establishment. His interest in educational system . The members Of the school law 
Disabilities (ACLD) and · a school psychiatrist, atsuspensions grew out of a course on education and clinic are inspired by the work they've done and 
which time they succeeded in having tlie boy placedthe law. He recalls: •1 visited various Buffalo & proud of the job the clinic is doing. UB is the 
suburban schools talking with superintendants and in a class for slow learners. Explains Sam, 'The kid only school in the Northeast ot have such a 
their representatives, it became clear that there were obviously didn't belong in the BOCES program. program. John Gorman speaks for the group when 
some abuses of the law. Practices from district to Those· kids were sometimes deaf pr retarded while he says, 'I'd like to see the program continue. · 
district varied greatly.' this kid was just a bit hyper. I'm glad we were Students graduate and move on , VISTA workers 
Once Rosenberg's interest was aroused Professor able to get him out of there but sometimes I leave town. I'd like to see the program take 
Newhouse, instructor of the seminar 'Schools and wonder what would have happened if the family on a permanence that would transcend the semester. 
the Law', put him in touch with the Association didn"t know . of the program?' Gen~ Haber, another Problems in our schools don't appear to be 
lots of complaints against various school districts ... former teacher, voices similar sentiments. 'It's .!ally vanishing by any means.' 
Frequently, scho6ls would throw out kids simply sad that most people don't know their rights and Indeed they don' t. But the school law clinic 
because they couldn't deal with them! would throw when confronted with a pro~lem they just don't helps, just a bit. 
Food for Bo<IY And Soul 
By Jack Gutkin 
I am new to this city and like most newcomers I am 
used to quite another way of living. So it was that J 
questioned every freak I could find as to where I could eat 
to spook the Russians by would not mean that thein the manner to which I was accustomed. Finally. en route (continued from page 2) gelling chummy with the United States and the Kremlin 
only way to find your way about a strange place is to 
to the Main Campus J found a knowledgeable hitch-hiker (The 
Chinese, which is supposed to regime would no , longer talk 
result in an easing of tensions to each other; the Russianscapture a native) . For fifteen minutes I pounded his ears with 
been spared the no,rmally by making the Russians could speak to · us in the samequestions' and comments (It's hard not to be sociable in a 
imperialistic interests of the nervous about our nefarious informal manner that the RedVW) It took five minutes but I was finally able to explain 
new mandarins. It is not yet schemes. Ever since Roosevelt Chinese speak to us in Poland. the gist of my intent - " A peoples' food store, you know 
clear why America should fare ( the bad one) we have had Or when the cold wintergood ' food and people?" He was upset by my phrasing (I 
be_tter than they have. relations with Moscow, which nights along the Volga get toorefused to use 'Groovy' ) b~t happy to be on his way (and 
Unfortunately the worst is has been a source of endless much for poor old Alexei h~out of mine) he shouted .. Grider Street - down that way 
somewhere." . yet to come. Nixon is going satisfaction to them. They are could always call up San 
to enter the dragon's den for po .sing as the leaders of Clemente on the hot line andIt took many questions and U-turns but I finally found 
reasons known only to ·him international communism, and tell Dick of the latest Ru..ianthe New Age Natural Foods Restaurant. Naturally it was . 
closed. But after a (ew more attempts I met with success and and his advisor, Rasputin. His U.S. recognition len·ds methods of stifling press 
good fc;>0d at cheap prices. New Age is an unusual eating criticism (firing . squad). Weannouncement of the trip had credibilJly lo their claim, but 
place. It is literally put together by many hands. ..Change is would also let both Moscowthe s a I utary effects of U.S . recognition of Peking' 
the only Constant" is written on a "Sesame Street" - like and Peking know that werendering most of his domestic would strengthen Peking's 
poster on one of the walls, and it is a phrase that speaks critics temporarily speechless, claim to the same dim would be delighted to engage 
well for the character of this enterprise. Indeed it is difficult which was wonderful, . and of distinction. But more than in all the diplomatic niceties 
_to (> in it down any more than that since every day boasts a causing the Kremlin to howl. that the Russians fear an · :with any legitmale government 
boa s t of different cooks. hanger-outers, juice-squeezers and But our Asian allies were unholy alliance between the tha I takes power in their 
mom 's n' tots in front of the door. 1t is at the very least an unfortunate countries. All . theyhorrified at the prospect of an yellow peril and the yankee 
interesting place to eat, and in my opinion an inimitable American president kow-towing dogs with the Great Socialist have to do is plow inder the 
bargain. Meals and snacks as you like'm can range anywhere his way into the blood soaked Motherland as the target. concentration camps, cease 
from ·· fifteen cents for a cup of soup to a little over a dollar throne room of Mao, and at Instead of announcing that the engaging in subversive war 
for a feast. The food ranges from adequate to really fin,e and the prospect of what Red Chinese are now enjoying the against the rest of the world 
is as varied as the ever changing chefs. And if there is enough China mau do to them if same diplomatic status as the and hold free elections , 
you can take home oodles of home-made apple butter and they do not also toe the line Russians in the eyes of thereby lelling, a thousand 
organic bread at a nominal cost. chop-chop. So the governments Washington, Nixon should have flowers bloom and granting 
The New Age Natural Foods Restaurant is a growing of our friends are shaken for broken relations with Russia power to the people. 
concern . Little over a year old, it will move from its present the sake of shaking up our and announced that the But that is a radical 
Grider Street location to a larger and more adaptable location · enemies and shutting up a Russians are now on the same proposition , and so the 
on Fi Im ore near Leroy (Sometime near the end of this few redolent domestic critics, diplomatic level as the Chinese reactionaries and 
month) . I'll let the poster speak: "We are moving to a New and Japan may now go Reds. Such a dramatic move counter-revolutionaries of 
Home; we are moving in a new .direction. We are going to be nuclear because of a loss of by Nixon would have served America, calling themselves 
designing and creating a new structure to grow in, both 1) a faith in Anerican protection notice · to the world that the liberals and leftists, would 
from the Chicom imperialists. United States is no longerphysical structure - a new restaurant, and 2) a way of fight ii to the death, and, to 
relating to each o ther; a form of organization to govern The saddest part of ii all dedicated to the proposition the despair of civilizat ion, they
1s that 1t 1s all unnecessary . of making love to our1,lurselves - col/ecli11ity ." would overcome. Our only 
There will be room for meetings, movie s, selling hope for a successful ChinaNixon, or so we are told by enemies, and it wolild have 
the profe ssional political I served notice to the Russians underground papers, sharing information about cooking, food, mission by Nixon is that he 
gossips, is engaged in · that we no longer favor themnulrilion , farming, health , ecology, Amerika, and movements in will take along a garden 
Bnrfalo and !he world. trowel and use . it topre sidenti al power politics over their comrades in 
under the close supervision of imperialism and genocide~ the lobotomi ze Mao. Maybe he(continued on page 7) Henry Machiavelli. The idea is Red Chinese. Natu ra lly it will , tricky rascal that he is. 
1 
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Students Study in Strasbourg 
Three Buffalo law students, important human rights . case Ipstitute, and the InternationalEugene F . Haber, Peter R. before the Council. Legal Studies Committee it isEnglehardt , and George E. In commenting upon the hoped that the StateRiedel, Jr. received grants to institute, Mr. Riedel indicated University of New York atattend the second annual that he thought the study . Buffalo School of Law canstudy session of the sessions provided an excellent send more students to studyInternational Institute of opportunity to meet and at the Institute in anHu man Rights in Strasbourg, discuss with students _from expanded joint program withFrance. The Institute was around the world the problems Strasbourg. Credit, two weekfounded by Nobel Prize of human rights and their preparation period before thewinner Rene Cassin and is ideas of meeting the challenge Institute· in Buffalo, andheld each year at the Faculty of racial discrimination . fun ding of tl.1,e program areof Law of the University of Through the efforts of matters which will be broughtStrasbourg. The three week Professor Thomas Buergenthal, before the Committee · at iJs
institute consists of a series of who also participated in the rust meeting.
lectures and seminars in 
French and English given by 
noted professors and experts 
in the field of human rights, 
this years' theme was "'Racial 
Disc rimination and Human 
Rights .,. When a s tudent 
completes two summer sessions 
and is successfully examined, 
he is awarded a Dilome. The 
120 students from around the. 
world this year explored the 
history of discrimination and 
specific national and 
international actions against 
racism and apartheid practices 
among nations 9f the world . 
The students were also shown. 
the Council of Europe and 
were in attendance at the 
reading of judgement of an 
Bar Exam (continued from page 3) 
lawyer." They look unfavorably upon schools course just because that subject might be on 
which orient their teaching methods towards the .bar. Exceptions to this advice would 
the bar exam• the so-called diploma mills. But include courses on civil prqcedure, evidence, 
anyone who had taken an exam at Buffalo and NY practice. 
knows that again this is an area where myth Buffalo graduates in · fact, have a very high 
does not confonn to reality. While a teacher failure rate on the bar exam, 30% in 1970. 
may stress creative thinking in class, .al~ost all But, rather than teaching us how to pass the 
exams put a premium on memonzahon of exam, we feel it would be beneficial if the 
trivia. One professor's exam, for example, faculty worked for reform or abolition of the 
£ollowetl' the lines of tell-me-everything.you- exam. This mdvement has some national 
know about subject in ½ hr . . He assumed you support with the development of a national 
did not know anything
1 
that was not explicitly b·ar exam, see "The Bar Examiilation: 
stated eve n if you presented an Re-examination Needed," Juris Doctor March 
advanced 'discussion of the subject. In general, ·1971. 
the faculty often teach one thing and test 
another. ~ It is clear the present NY bar exam in no 
Certain courses in law school may be of way tests one's legal 'ability or leg~ reasoning 
limited assistance for bar purposes. If. a stude_nt talent. Rather, it tests one's memo~ of 
has taken a course with a competent professor specific ccimmercial areas of NY. _law. It .1s an 
who stressed NY law, the student will find excellent exclusionary device which . ~bv1ously 
studying for the bar exam that much easier. works to the disadvantage of acllv1Sts and 
We do not recommend that a student take a minority students. We call for its abolition. 
Univenity at Strasbourg 
Food 
(continued from page 6) 
R,adical living and Revolutionary ideas are the doorpost, 
and the whole concoct10n is rather like a media of 
environment - the environment is the media. People come to 
be part of t;he scene and the scene changes accordingly. Those 
who work the hardest get their notions carried through and 
reap their harvest in their culminative effect on the course the 
activity takes; in fact if any one of you threw all this to the 
wind and devoted all your energies instead to the New Age 
you'd probably end up running it in a few months. So the 
next time you've had it with briefs and he daches make it on 
over to the New Age Natural Foods Restaurant - on Grider 
Street until the end of this month and then on Filmore near 
Leroy. 
Registration 
(continued from page 1) 
commiltments. Unfortunately, 
nobody notices the need, and 
the professors are wasted. 
One student observed that 
while the first year class is 
close to the same size it had 
been in previous years, it is 
now split into three sections, 
taking the time of four 
professors who could have 
been available to teach rhore 
upper division . courses. Greiner· 
respond~d by noting that 
someone is bound lo get 
burned by a change allowing 
freshmen to benefit from 
smaller classes, namely the 
seniors and juniors. It was 
obvious from the discussion 
that a great many people had 
gotten burned. 
A continuing theme of the 
Asst. Provost's presentation and 
responses was that the SARA 
system would provide more 
input data on student 
curriculum desires, necessary 
for course planning and 
faculty recruitment, if and 
when promises are kept and 
the faculty expands to meet 
student needs. A subsequent 
SBA meeting resulted in a 
plan for the • issuance this 
October of a pre-registration 
course preference questionnaire 
to all students so that the 
faculty will know what we 
want, and we then may not 
have to shape our plans to fit 
the Procru s tean bed of 
whatever the faculty feels like 
teaching. At least the "lack of 
student input" cop-out will be 
gone. 
The essence of Greiner's 
presentation was that there is 
a very aggressive committment 
to an undergraduate 
curriculum, courses like 
American Legal History, and 
smaller freshmen classes, but 
no follow up and no support 
for a comprehensive upper 
division curriculum , and . 
generally very poor planning. 
But FEAR NOT. Things won't 
be botched this badly next 
time around. Maybe. Fat lot 
of good that does some guy 
whose personal data sheet got 
lost in the Prudential and has 
nothing else open except 
Women and the Law, Minority 
Economic Development, and 
the Law and Social Science. 
You have undoubtedly noticed 
these topics in the Appellate 
Div~sion's syllabus of Bar exam 
topics. Moot, Sprague would 
be impressed. 
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MULTISTATE BAR EXAMSTUDENT FINANCIAL PROBLEMS LAW WIVES 
The new Mullist1te Bar Examination wilt be 
hired to provide assistance in the area of law stages of planning a very interesting and informative given for the first ti, . ., in 1972. Dates of the 1972 
student financial problems. year for the wives of students at the Law School. examinations are fek ·- ,a.y 23 and July 26. The 
Mr. Dick wilt answer s tudent inquiries A large membership is anticipated this year and the fo llowing states plan to use the examinations in 
co ncerning financial aid , provide financial aid program will have someth'ing of interest for 1972: 
application forms and assis t in their preparation, ev e ryone. A new a nd special concern of the 
John Dick, a second year student, has been The Law Wives Association is in the final 
Alaska Kentucky PennSylvania process all forms and papers which are needed for Association is the possibility of co-operating with 
California Maine Rhode Islandfinancial aid (including work study time sheets, and · the Law Women on the es tablishment of a Child 
Colorado Missouri South Carolina emergency loan fund requests). He will also serve as Care Center for the school. 
Florida Nevada Tenitesseeliasion between the Law School and the Main 
Campus , private agencies , and Local State, and As in previous years, the regular meetin~:; will Georgia New Hampshire Utah 
National Governments on questions or financial aid . cover a broad spec trum from topical sr · .ers to Hawaii New Jersey Vermont' 
Before the end or the semester, Mr. Dick social gatherings with the husbands invitc> fhe first Illinois Ohio Wyoming · 
plans to prepare a complete listing or current event of the year will be the Annual Membership Kansas Oregon 
sources of financial aid, and prerequisites for Tea on Sunday , September 26, 1971 wh h..h will be 
qualification for each separate source of financial held in the Faculty Lounge of Harriman Library on Applicants will app ly to take the test from 
aid . This will be compiled into a booklet for· the Main Campus. Invitations will be sent out to the board of bar examiners of the state in which 
they are seeking admission. Beginning in 1973 , thedistribution to Law Students in order to giye a the wives of all married students within the next 
te s t will be given on the last Wednesday incomplete understanding o f the financial aid situation. · week and anyone not receiving an invitation should 
February and the last Wednesday in July. TheIt will also give the Law School a better idea of notify Mrs. Stephen Borst at 834-17 10 or Mrs. 
current needs. Located on the I Ith 0oor of the · William Feigenbaun at 835-0691 as soon as possible. students at your law school may be interested in 
Prudential Building, Mr. Dick's office will be opened this infonnation . 
to int erested st ud en t s Monday 9-1 2, Tuesday The Law Wives Association encourages all wives It should be made cleir to all that the 
9- 11 :30, Wedn esday 1-3 :3 0, Thrusday 3-5, and interested in making new friends and participating in Multistate Bar Examination is not a national bar 
Friday 1-5. a meaningful program to join them . examination in the sen3e that it will allow one to 
be admitted to the bars of all participating states. 
Each participating state will have a locally prepared 
LEGAL OBSERVERS MOOT COURT examination and admission to a state bar will be 
based on co mbined MBE and s tate prepared 
examination scores . There is no present plan for 
reciprocity between sta tes based on the Multista te 
Legal Observers will be headed by Ger:e Coffin Bt:ginning this Fall Semester ( 1971) at the Law Bar Examination. 
this year. Any person who knows of any impending · School, The Moot Court Board is instituting a new 
situation where the observers' presence would be policy in the selec tio n and ultimate acceptance of 
desired, should contact Gene at 88 1-2061. its future members. WILL CIVIL LIBERTIES SURVIVE IN BUFFALO? 
First , the annual Desmond Competition , which 
is an intra-school event involving the preparation of 
a writt e n lega l brief and the subseq u·ent oral The Buffalo Chap ter of the American Civil 
argument of its contents before a cou rt sitting en Unio n in of ... beLiberties is badly need fund s to 
bane, will be schedu led and held during the second exact, almost bankrupt. Without funds, the advisory 
and third weeks of November. and . legal .services provided by the ACLU , subject to 
Secondly, those students who prove themselves an mcreasmg burden aft e r Attica and the Lafayette 
capable and diligent in the legal skills · o f brief Square encounter, will not be available. In light of 
writing a nd ·oru l a rgum e nt in th e Des mond lhese fiscal difficulties, the local chapter will be 
Compet itio n will be se lected and nominated to be holding a fund-raising picnic at 3: 00 p.m., Saturday 
Moot Court Board Ca ndidates. Sept. 25 at the , Three Arrow Cottage on Grnnd 
During th e S pring semester of 1972, the Island. Posters a t the Law School will provide more 
Ca ndidates will uid in th e preparation of briefs for exp licit directions. Due lo financial diffi culties this is 
various competitio ns to be held between U.8. a.nd a strictly bring your own food and drink affair . 
other Law Schools throughout the East Coast and The donation will be $ 10.00 for couples, $5.00 for 
the Nation , and furt hermore will participate in at singles, and S 15.00 for fam ilies. Entertainment wiJI 
least o ne of these compelitio ns. be provided by the Black Drama Workshop under 
Subscquently 1 in ea rly April of 1972, there the d ire~tion of Ed Smith, which has recently 
will be a determinatio n by the vote of the Moot successfu lly produced the play " It is Easier to Get 
Court Board. as to the election o f the Candidates to Dope Than it is lo Get a Job ." Included in their 
full Boa rd membership. prese ntation will be a discussion of the Attica 
The new policy is necessitated by the reason up _r ising. For furth er infonnation, con tact Mrs. 
that during the past two years Moot Court has Re1ckert at the ACLU office, J 370 Main Stree t; 
earned the distinguished reputation as one or the 883-2043. 
finest Boards and competitors among majo r Law 
Schoo ls throughout the region. Therefore, in a 
PAD FELLOWSHIPS continuing efforl to maintain excellence in the area 
of appella te argument, it· has been decided that a 
candidacy program will fu lfill the Board's aspi ra tions 
and expec tations.
PHI ALPHA DELTA announces the initiation 
Ir you anti c ipate e nt eri ng the Desmondof a fellowship program for minority students. Ten Competitio n, please contact the Moot Court BoordLaw students nationally will be se lec ted to each 
Office loca ted o n the second floor of Eagle Street.receive a $500 PAD Fellowship. 
Applicants _need not be a member of PAD, 
but must be either a Black American, American 
Indian, Puerto Rican, Chicano or o ther Hispano STUDENT INSURANCE
American. 
Any inte rested studen ts should pick up an 
application from Shirley's office. Applications will be 
accepted until October I, 1971 , and the winners All students who registered f0r insurance with the
will be se lected by October I 5, I 971. University must stop at the I Ith floor office at 
P!udential Building and pick up a brochure and 
Signature card . VERY IMPORTANT - NOT 
REGISTERED for insurance uctil this has been 
done. 
CREDIT FOR LEGAL BIB. 
ATTENTION : RECENT GRADUATESCredit for Legal Bibliography-L'.egal Research 
counes completed here before 1970•7 I will now be' PAD RUSH 
available. 
Any student who completed the course and Until a Placement Office is established Assoc. 
wishes to receive one credit, may arrange to have Dean Lochner's office will be serving as a te 
0 
mporary PHI ALPHA DELTA announces its annual fall 
11ny faculty member superv~ a three to four week receptacle for requests by local · attorneys for recent for law Anyrush men and women student~. student 
research paper. Written approval of the project must SUNY~B La~ School graduates. AnY recent graduate interested _may obtain an application from Shirley's 
office. Meetings are al 12:30 on Wednesday . Furtherpc submitted by the professor to Assoc. Dean whq 1s looking for a position should contact Pat 
Lochner's office. Upon the successful completion of Taylor, who has a file of recent inquiries. These information can be obtained from Mark Farrell or 
William Lobbins. lhi s project, students should insure that the emplqyers are looking only for graduates who have 
rof~ssor submits a ade. passed the Bar Examination. 
